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The acclaimed New York Times bestseller—an explosive, inside look at the demise of a Wall
Street giantThe fall of Bear Stearns in March 2008 set off a wave of global financial turmoil that
rippled around the world. How could one of the oldest, most resilient firms on Wall Street go so
far astray that it had to be sold at a fire sale price? How could the street fighters who ran Bear so
aggressively miscalculate so completely?Expanding with fresh detail from her highly praised
front-page series in The Wall Street Journal, reporter Kate Kelly captures every sight, sound,
and smell of Bear’s three final days. She also shows how Bear’s top executives descended into
civil war as the mortgage crisis began to brew. A breathtaking piece of US history, Street
Fighters is essential reading for anyone looking to understand the 2008 financial crisis—and for
understanding how the actions of one Wall Street firm have affected the world to this day.

--This text refers to the paperback edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.5:30 P.M.Early on the evening of Thursday, March 13, Sam Molinaro, chief financial
officer of The Bear Stearns Companies, called the firm's CEO, Alan Schwartz. "We have a
serious problem," Molinaro said.Up in his forty–second–floor office, Schwartz had been hearing
snippets of bad news all afternoon. Bear traders, trying to do business with rival firms, were
getting pointed questions about whether they could make good on their financial obligations,
and hedge funds had been yanking money out of their Bear accounts. By the time he got the call
from Molinaro, Bear's cash supply appeared to be draining fast."This is looking pretty serious,"
Schwartz replied. "I'll be right down."Schwartz took the elevator to the sixth floor, where
executives were slowly congregating outside Molinaro's corner office. Though no one had sent
out an e–mail, the word got around that the firm's top managers were meeting at 6:00.Like many
meetings led by Molinaro, however, the tone seemed to be one of hurry up and wait. Bear's CFO
was hopelessly disorganized, and had a knack for making important people hang around
outside his office while he wrapped up a phone call or had an impromptu meeting. The delays
sometimes lasted for hours. Molinaro's chaotic scheduling was so widely remarked on that Paul
Friedman, the sardonic chief operating officer in the fixed–income division, liked to sum it up with
a joke: "What time is our six o'clock meeting?"This time, Molinaro was tied up in his office with
his former secretary, now a managing director in the firm's operations department, which
handled Bear's real estate dealings around the world. Knowing the urgency of the meeting they
awaited, managers rolled their eyes as they glanced from their watches to their BlackBerrys
outside Molinaro's adjoining conference room.Finally Molinaro walked in and took a seat.
Schwartz, at fifty–seven a towering, impeccably dressed former baseball star, sat near the door
at the head of the table, legs crossed, silently leaning back in his chair. He had not expected this
when he was named CEO barely three months earlier.He was surrounded by a wily group of



fellow executives who over the years had supported one another, challenged one another, and
vied for one another's jobs and pay. Bear was a dysfunctional family, driven by greed and a
complex code of internal politics. Far above the lower and middle ranks, where most of the firm's
fourteen thousand employees worked, was an upper tier of some seven hundred senior
managing directors, or SMDs, who made fat bonuses and enjoyed perks like a private lunch
room, special expense accounts for ordering meals and flight upgrades, and unique access to
key clients and public figures. Partly to justify their pay, management forcedSMDs to give a small
portion of their annual compensation to charitable causes, and tax returns were reviewed to
make sure people complied. ("Trust but verify" was the motto governing the philanthropic
program. Though many of Bear's senior managers were civic–minded, enforcement was still
in order.)But the vast majority of Bear's SMD pool was blissfully unaware of the firm's inside
workings. As at most investment banks, its levers were pulled exclusively by a short list of
managers who ran divisions like fixed income, equities, and prime brokerage, which handled
trading and lending to Bear's most important hedge fund clients. Managers in places like risk
management and operations were considered less important to the firm's core franchise and
therefore largely excluded from important decisions.Tonight's gathering, at which nearly all the
power players were present, guaranteed a clash of opinions and egos. For months Bear had
been struggling with a choppy stock market, plummeting home values, and an exodus of the
lenders and clients that were its lifeblood. The developments had created deep fissures within
Bear's sharp–elbowed ruling class. The trader who ran mortgages had nearly come to blows
with the cochief of equities the prior fall over whether the fixed–income department, which
included the mortgage unit, deserved bonuses after such a terrible year. Bear's finance officers,
who were advocating for safer ways to manage the firm's own cash, had been involved in
screaming matches with their counterparts in equities who argued for the status quo. Some of
Bear's top traders and executives had begged the mortgage team to divest their portfolios of its
shakiest assets, to little avail. Now all the bad blood from those tumultuous months was coming
to a boil.To Schwartz's left was Richie Metrick, his longtime friend and right arm in the
investment–banking business. Metrick was Schwartz's foil in nearly every respect. Short and
impatient, the sexagenarian investment banker often had a stain on his shirt or a sleeve
unbuttoned. Colleagues considered him something of a ball buster, a man more than willing to
take them to task over disagreements. Friends praised a strong intellect that ran in his family—
his son, Andrew Metrick, was a professor at the Yale business school—but many of those
gathered in the conference room that evening had seen scant evidence of it since he joined
Bear twenty years earlier. Mainly they knew him as Schwartz's gruff number two.Next to Metrick
was Gary Parr, the respected financial services banker from Lazard Ltd. Parr, at fifty–one, had
seen his share of deals as cohead of the mergers–and–acquisitions practice at Morgan Stanley
and copresident of the boutique firm Wasserstein Perella before that. More than once he had
worked with insurance companies and banks on the verge of pennilessness.The conference
room they sat in had been ground zero for the internal battles of recent months, and, like much



of Bear's headquarters, it was careworn from the many meetings it had hosted. The building, a
forty–five–story tower of stone and glass crowned by an octagonal fixture that could be
illuminated at night, was emblematic of the firm's grand visions. Designed by the noted architect
David Childs, 383 Madison Avenue had been unveiled in 2001, with Bear occupying nearly
every floor. It featured a square lobby with open space on all sides and a sleek, black base, just
steps from Grand Central Station. A third–floor gym provided workouts and showers. The
boardroom and private dining rooms were on the twelfth floor, where a private chef prepared
meals. Trading floors were below, and investment banking was high above. Departments like
legal, treasury, and research were on the levels in between.Bear's new abode had already been
put to good use. The prior year, the firm had hosted an array of early candidates for U.S.
president, including senators Hillary Clinton and John McCain. (Barack Obama, then an Illinois
senator, was invited but never committed to a date.) The private dining rooms were used to
entertain clients, Wall Street analysts who watched Bear's stock, and other notables. Chairman
Jimmy Cayne's office, which included a private conference room, a tricked–out motorcycle from
a Chinese client whose firm Bear had taken public, and a stash of high–end imported cigars
under the desk, was a particular draw.But despite those trimmings, the inside of Bear's building
was not particularly fancy. Even the sixth floor, where Molinaro, Cayne, a group of board
members, and other heavy hitters resided, was essentially a warren of cubicles ringed by offices
with views—mostly of the other high–rise buildings that surrounded Bear. Carl Glickman, one of
Bear's longest–serving directors, had furnished his own office, spending thousands of dollars on
ornate furniture, and Molinaro had a couple of nice chairs and a couch. But many executives had
little other than family snapshots to look at, and the tables and chairs that Bear provided were
not extravagant.On either end of a scratched–up wood conference table, the walls in Molinaro's
conference room featured symbols of a more euphoric time. One displayed a lithograph of the
cover of the Wall Street Journal the day after the Dow Jones Industrial Average had closed at
10,000 in March 1999. If This Is a Bubble, It Sure Is Hard to Pop, read the headline, which was
covered by a transparent bubble magnifying the zeroes in the index's record level. On the
opposite wall was a framed cover of Barron's from 2004, when the publication had run an
admiring cover story on Bear. Under the teaser "Throughout the market slide, Bear Stearns had
outperformed its brethren" was a cartoonlike drawing of a brown bear dipping its paw into a
honey pot as saliva dripped from its chops. The story inside called the firm "the Rodney
Dangerfield" of the brokerage industry, with shareprice growth that was finally generating the
respect Bear had long deserved. Back then, the stock was trading at $84 a share.Now it was at
$57—a breathtaking drop from $172, where it had topped out in January 2007 during the froth of
the housing boom. Record issuances of new mortgages and skyrocketing home prices
throughout the United States were now collapsing under their own weight. Loans issued to
"subprime" borrowers whose incomes couldn't support the expense of high–interest mortgages
had, in many cases, gone into default. The defaults had prompted a wave of bank foreclosures
on subprime borrower homes, forcing people to move out and harming the safety and value of



other homes in surrounding neighborhoods. Fast–growing areas of states like Nevada,
California, Arizona, and Florida had been especially hard hit.In reaction to the disastrous lending
practices of the housing boom, banks were providing credit to only the wealthiest, most stable
consumers, leaving many potential home buyers unable to make purchases. Many of the
country's most active mortgage providers, including OwnIt Mortgage Solutions and New
Century Financial Corp., had gone into bankruptcy, saddled with the unwieldy costs of
mortgages to subprime borrowers that had ceased to be paid down. Increasingly now, the third
parties that held bonds connected to subprime loans, once those loans were "securitized" or
bundled into new investments, were taking huge losses on those bonds. In a catch–22 effect, the
mortgage lenders that still had money to lend were becoming leery of issuing new loans, since
their ability to lay off the risk of those loans to other investors was diminishing, and the market
overall was slowing to a crawl. As an issuer of new mortgages as well as a trader and holder of
mortgage–backed securities, Bear was being hurt by the convulsions in the housing sector—
and that was before the events of the last few days.The mood around the table was lousy. Bear's
old hands had seen more than a few competitors come and go over the years, and now their firm
was uncomfortably close to becoming a Wall Street casualty. Fixed–income chief operating
officer Friedman and others, who had been anxious about the firm's financing since at least last
summer, were deeply frustrated. Their suggestions that the firm should sell itself or raise capital
had gone largely unheeded, now with disastrous results. Schwartz, Molinaro, and some others
were more shocked. They had been working their tails off for months, courting clients and
shareholders and trying desperately to return Bear to profitability after its recent November
quarter loss. In recent days, they'd labored to counteract the negative rumors in the market, with
no success. Now, suddenly, their prized firm was on the brink of oblivion.Dispensing with the
introductions, Molinaro, who had taken a seat on the long side of the conference table not far
from Schwartz, began running through a laundry list of questions. "What collateral do we have
that we could repo?" he asked the group.He was referring to repurchase agreements, otherwise
known as "repo loans." Repo loans were short–term, often overnight, funding pacts, usually
struck between two Wall Street firms or one firm and one investor, like a hedge fund. As the
borrower, Bear would offer its counterparty—the other bank in the transaction—a bundle of
securities in exchange for immediate cash. Bear could then use the cash to help fund its
operations for some brief period of time, often the next twenty–four hours. Afterward, the
counterparty could then return the securities to Bear, which would repay the counterparty
the cash.Much of Wall Street relied on repo loans to help finance its day–to–day operations, but
Bear was more dependent on these short–term loans than its competitors were. With a leverage,
or debt–to–cash ratio, of 30 to 1—meaning that for every $1 it actually held in cash, Bear had
borrowed $30 from other parties—the firm had one of the heaviest debt loads of any firm on the
Street. That made it more vulnerable than other firms when repo lenders faced a crisis
of confidence.To streamline the daily lending process, Bear operated financing desks in the
fixed–income and equities units staffed by people whose job it was to "roll," or renew, expiring



loan agreements on a nightly, weekly, or monthly basis. Eyes turned now to Tim Greene, one of
the two heads of Bear's fixed–income financing desk. Greene, a West Point graduate with a
soldier's sense of loyalty, had been working at Bear for twenty–four years, rising through the
ranks to help run the bond unit's repo desk, which handled about $160 billion of funding at any
given point—about half of Bear's entire balance sheet. He had met his wife, Maryann, on that
desk, and he loved the job.Greene was used to operating under pressure. From the time he
arrived at work from suburban Connecticut at 7:00 a.m. to the time he finalized the day's funding
agreements around 2:00 p.m., every day was a scramble to renew the firm's loans and keep the
cash coming. Ironically, just as the stress was amping up, Greene had tried to reverse years of
unhealthy eating habits with a 1,100 calorie–per–day diet and had already lost thirty pounds.Up
to now, borrowing $10 billion or $20 billion in a day generally wasn't a problem. But Friday was
likely to be no average day, and the firm needed $14 billion in new money to fund its operations.
On top of that, Bear had to replace, or roll, more than $10 billion.Greene, who was facing
Molinaro on the opposite side of the room, tried to sound optimistic. His relationships with
lenders ran deep, and he didn't think they'd abandon Bear overnight. "I'm confident I can do it,"
he told the group."How?" asked Molinaro."I can do it without anybody knowing, on the screen,"
Greene told him, referring to a popular computer–driven lending system in which participants
could trade anonymously, without revealing their identity to the other party in
the transaction.Next to him, Greene's boss, the fifty–two–year–old Friedman, doubted it. Ever
since the prior August, when two internal hedge funds had failed—giving the lie to Bear's long–
vaunted prowess in careful risk management—Friedman had felt like the sky was falling. He
joked to associates that he spent his days on Bear's seventh–floor mortgage–backed–securities
trading hub either hiding under his desk or puking into a trash can. He hated that the funds'
embarrassing failure had thrust his insular company into the spotlight.Now Friedman told the
group he thought there was no way that at least half of the next day's repo loans were going to
roll in order to help fund Friday's operations. Like any trading firm, Bear spent the day buying and
selling securities for itself and for clients, processes that required bundles of cash at the ready.
More days than not, the firm was profitable and not losing money, but it had to be prepared to
refund loans or provide additional collateral when asked. Now, with rumors sweeping Wall Street
about Bear's cash drain, Friedman worried that Bear's usual lenders might be too spooked to
lend as they normally would, for fear that the firm would never pay them back.He suggested that
Greene might try raising the $14 billion or so the firm had in bonds backed by Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac, government–sponsored housing agencies that were considered safer than loans
packaged by other players. Those were the bonds tradable "on the screen," where no one would
know it was Bear making the transactions.Molinaro turned to his treasurer, Bob Upton, who sat
across from him next to Friedman. "Where are we with cash?" he asked.Upton studied the legal
pad in front of him, on which he had jotted down his best estimates of the credits and debits in
Bear's various accounts.He felt beaten down. An unsmiling father of two, Upton had spent years
toiling as an analyst of securities firms and international banks for Fidelity Investments, hoping to



someday actually manage the cash at a big Wall Street firm. Since April 2006, when he had
been named treasurer of Bear, the workload had been brutal. During a three–year period his
dark brown hair turned almost totally white. Though he was trim, didn't drink, and watched his
diet carefully, Upton now looked far older than his forty–seven years.Like Greene, Friedman, and
others, Upton and his team had suffered fallout from the hedge fund failures, as funding the firm
became more difficult. For much of the past year, Upton had been arriving at work from his
suburban home at 5:00 a.m., and not leaving until as late as 10:00 p.m. Many nights he got as
little as four hours of sleep. I'm fucking killing myself, he often thought. Yet he, too, adored
the place.The firm's troubles had been building throughout the week. On Monday, a batch of
home loans it had packaged and sold were found to be exceedingly high risk by a major rating
agency, which meant that conservative investors would have to sell any of the bonds they held
that were backed by those loans. Based on the headlines, some market watchers mistook the
finding as a downgrade of Bear as a whole, seeing it as an indication that the company was very
likely to default on its debt. Its shares tumbled. Bear was now trading at about $65 on the New
York Stock Exchange.Overnight, some of Bear's lenders—the dozens of American and overseas
banks that extended it billions of dollars a day to conduct business—began tightening the reins.
The Dutch bank ING refused to refresh some of Bear's credit, and others soon followed suit.
Right away, Bear's major clients heard the message: The firm was no longer safe. Hedge funds
like Renaissance Technologies Corp., the enormous trading firm that had long been a top client,
began reducing their balance levels immediately, worrying that if Bear went down, their money
would be stuck on a sinking ship. Bear shares fell further, even amid public denials by Molinaro
and others that any real trouble was afoot.--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the
AuthorKate Kelly is a staff reporter for The Wall Street Journal and a former reporter for Time
magazine and the New York Observer. She attracted international attention for her three-part
series of articles on Bear Stearns, which ran on the front pages of The Wall Street Journal in
May 2008. This is her first book. She lives in Brooklyn, New York. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.From Publishers WeeklyStarred Review. Wall Street Journal reporter Kelly
expands on her 2008 three-part series, written just two and a half months after the collapse of
financial giant Bear Stearns, with an hour-by-hour account of the crisis that goes behind the
stock prices and into the meeting rooms of top executives as the crisis comes into horrifying
focus. A kind of "dysfunctional family, driven by greed and a complex code of internal politics,"
Kelly expertly breaks down Bear's vulnerability as a leader in mortgage-backed securities, with
"one of the heaviest debt loads of any firm on the Street." As word got out that the firm was in
trouble, a wave of panic selling sent the stock plummeting to $60 on the second day of the crisis
(after securing Federal Reserve funding) only to bottom out at two dollars a share in fire-house-
sale offer from J.P. Morgan. Enlivened by graphic descriptions of executive disarray and cameo
profiles of scrambling financiers as they come to appreciate the magnitude of the disaster they
unleashed (COO Friedman, when asked by NY Fed Geithner how bad it was, answered "Very.
End of the world bad."), this riveting account puts the ensuing worldwide financial crises in stark



perspective. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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20085:30 P.M.Early on the evening of Thursday, March 13, Sam Molinaro, chief financial officer
of The Bear Stearns Companies, called the firm’s CEO, Alan Schwartz. “We have a serious
problem,” Molinaro said.Up in his forty-second-floor office, Schwartz had been hearing snippets
of bad news all afternoon. Bear traders, trying to do business with rival firms, were getting
pointed questions about whether they could make good on their financial obligations, and hedge
funds had been yanking money out of their Bear accounts. By the time he got the call from
Molinaro, Bear’s cash supply appeared to be draining fast.“This is looking pretty serious,”
Schwartz replied. “I’ll be right down.”Schwartz took the elevator to the sixth floor, where
executives were slowly congregating outside Molinaro’s corner office. Though no one had sent
out an e-mail, the word got around that the firm’s top managers were meeting at 6:00.Like many
meetings led by Molinaro, however, the tone seemed to be one of hurry up and wait. Bear’s CFO
was hopelessly disorganized, and had a knack for making important people hang around
outside his office while he wrapped up a phone call or had an impromptu meeting. The delays
sometimes lasted for hours. Molinaro’s chaotic scheduling was so widely remarked on that Paul
Friedman, the sardonic chief operating officer in the fixed-income division, liked to sum it up with
a joke: “What time is our six o’clock meeting?”This time, Molinaro was tied up in his office with
his former secretary, now a managing director in the firm’s operations department, which
handled Bear’s real estate dealings around the world. Knowing the urgency of the meeting they
awaited, managers rolled their eyes as they glanced from their watches to their BlackBerrys
outside Molinaro’s adjoining conference room.Finally Molinaro walked in and took a seat.
Schwartz, at fifty-seven a towering, impeccably dressed former baseball star, sat near the door
at the head of the table, legs crossed, silently leaning back in his chair. He had not expected this
when he was named CEO barely three months earlier.He was surrounded by a wily group of
fellow executives who over the years had supported one another, challenged one another, and
vied for one another’s jobs and pay. Bear was a dysfunctional family, driven by greed and a
complex code of internal politics. Far above the lower and middle ranks, where most of the firm’s
fourteen thousand employees worked, was an upper tier of some seven hundred senior
managing directors, or SMDs, who made fat bonuses and enjoyed perks like a private lunch



room, special expense accounts for ordering meals and flight upgrades, and unique access to
key clients and public figures. Partly to justify their pay, management forced SMDs to give a
small portion of their annual compensation to charitable causes, and tax returns were reviewed
to make sure people complied. (“Trust but verify” was the motto governing the philanthropic
program. Though many of Bear’s senior managers were civic-minded, enforcement was still in
order.)But the vast majority of Bear’s SMD pool was blissfully unaware of the firm’s inside
workings. As at most investment banks, its levers were pulled exclusively by a short list of
managers who ran divisions like fixed income, equities, and prime brokerage, which handled
trading and lending to Bear’s most important hedge fund clients. Managers in places like risk
management and operations were considered less important to the firm’s core franchise and
therefore largely excluded from important decisions.Tonight’s gathering, at which nearly all the
power players were present, guaranteed a clash of opinions and egos. For months Bear had
been struggling with a choppy stock market, plummeting home values, and an exodus of the
lenders and clients that were its life-blood. The developments had created deep fissures within
Bear’s sharp-elbowed ruling class. The trader who ran mortgages had nearly come to blows with
the cochief of equities the prior fall over whether the fixed-income department, which included
the mortgage unit, deserved bonuses after such a terrible year. Bear’s finance officers, who were
advocating for safer ways to manage the firm’s own cash, had been involved in screaming
matches with their counterparts in equities who argued for the status quo. Some of Bear’s top
traders and executives had begged the mortgage team to divest their portfolios of its shakiest
assets, to little avail. Now all the bad blood from those tumultuous months was coming to a
boil.To Schwartz’s left was Richie Metrick, his longtime friend and right arm in the investment-
banking business. Metrick was Schwartz’s foil in nearly every respect. Short and impatient, the
sexagenarian investment banker often had a stain on his shirt or a sleeve unbuttoned.
Colleagues considered him something of a ball buster, a man more than willing to take them to
task over disagreements. Friends praised a strong intellect that ran in his family—his son,
Andrew Metrick, was a professor at the Yale business school—but many of those gathered in the
conference room that evening had seen scant evidence of it since he joined Bear twenty years
earlier. Mainly they knew him as Schwartz’s gruff number two.Next to Metrick was Gary Parr, the
respected financial services banker from Lazard Ltd. Parr, at fifty-one, had seen his share of
deals as cohead of the mergers-and-acquisitions practice at Morgan Stanley and copresident of
the boutique firm Wasserstein Perella before that. More than once he had worked with insurance
companies and banks on the verge of pennilessness.The conference room they sat in had been
ground zero for the internal battles of recent months, and, like much of Bear’s headquarters, it
was careworn from the many meetings it had hosted. The building, a forty-five-story tower of
stone and glass crowned by an octagonal fixture that could be illuminated at night, was
emblematic of the firm’s grand visions. Designed by the noted architect David Childs, 383
Madison Avenue had been unveiled in 2001, with Bear occupying nearly every floor. It featured a
square lobby with open space on all sides and a sleek, black base, just steps from Grand



Central Station. A third-floor gym provided workouts and showers. The boardroom and private
dining rooms were on the twelfth floor, where a private chef prepared meals. Trading floors were
below, and investment banking was high above. Departments like legal, treasury, and research
were on the levels in between.Bear’s new abode had already been put to good use. The prior
year, the firm had hosted an array of early candidates for U.S. president, including senators
Hillary Clinton and John McCain. (Barack Obama, then an Illinois senator, was invited but never
committed to a date.) The private dining rooms were used to entertain clients, Wall Street
analysts who watched Bear’s stock, and other notables. Chairman Jimmy Cayne’s office, which
included a private conference room, a tricked-out motorcycle from a Chinese client whose firm
Bear had taken public, and a stash of high-end imported cigars under the desk, was a particular
draw.But despite those trimmings, the inside of Bear’s building was not particularly fancy. Even
the sixth floor, where Molinaro, Cayne, a group of board members, and other heavy hitters
resided, was essentially a warren of cubicles ringed by offices with views—mostly of the other
high-rise buildings that surrounded Bear. Carl Glickman, one of Bear’s longest-serving directors,
had furnished his own office, spending thousands of dollars on ornate furniture, and Molinaro
had a couple of nice chairs and a couch. But many executives had little other than family
snapshots to look at, and the tables and chairs that Bear provided were not extravagant.On
either end of a scratched-up wood conference table, the walls in Molinaro’s conference room
featured symbols of a more euphoric time. One displayed a lithograph of the cover of the Wall
Street Journal the day after the Dow Jones Industrial Average had closed at 10,000 in March
1999. IF THIS IS A BUBBLE, IT SURE IS HARD TO POP, read the headline, which was covered
by a transparent bubble magnifying the zeroes in the index’s record level. On the opposite wall
was a framed cover of Barron’s from 2004, when the publication had run an admiring cover story
on Bear. Under the teaser “Throughout the market slide, Bear Stearns had outperformed its
brethren” was a cartoonlike drawing of a brown bear dipping its paw into a honey pot as saliva
dripped from its chops. The story inside called the firm “the Rodney Dangerfield” of the
brokerage industry, with share-price growth that was finally generating the respect Bear had long
deserved. Back then, the stock was trading at $84 a share.Now it was at $57—a breathtaking
drop from $172, where it had topped out in January 2007 during the froth of the housing boom.
Record issuances of new mortgages and skyrocketing home prices throughout the United
States were now collapsing under their own weight. Loans issued to “subprime” borrowers
whose incomes couldn’t support the expense of high-interest mortgages had, in many cases,
gone into default. The defaults had prompted a wave of bank foreclosures on subprime borrower
homes, forcing people to move out and harming the safety and value of other homes in
surrounding neighborhoods. Fast-growing areas of states like Nevada, California, Arizona, and
Florida had been especially hard hit.In reaction to the disastrous lending practices of the
housing boom, banks were providing credit to only the wealthiest, most stable consumers,
leaving many potential home buyers unable to make purchases. Many of the country’s most
active mortgage providers, including OwnIt Mortgage Solutions and New Century Financial



Corp., had gone into bankruptcy, saddled with the unwieldy costs of mortgages to subprime
borrowers that had ceased to be paid down. Increasingly now, the third parties that held bonds
connected to subprime loans, once those loans were “securitized” or bundled into new
investments, were taking huge losses on those bonds. In a catch-22 effect, the mortgage
lenders that still had money to lend were becoming leery of issuing new loans, since their ability
to lay off the risk of those loans to other investors was diminishing, and the market overall was
slowing to a crawl. As an issuer of new mortgages as well as a trader and holder of mortgage-
backed securities, Bear was being hurt by the convulsions in the housing sector—and that was
before the events of the last few days.The mood around the table was lousy. Bear’s old hands
had seen more than a few competitors come and go over the years, and now their firm was
uncomfortably close to becoming a Wall Street casualty. Fixed-income chief operating officer
Friedman and others, who had been anxious about the firm’s financing since at least last
summer, were deeply frustrated. Their suggestions that the firm should sell itself or raise capital
had gone largely unheeded, now with disastrous results. Schwartz, Molinaro, and some others
were more shocked. They had been working their tails off for months, courting clients and
shareholders and trying desperately to return Bear to profitability after its recent November
quarter loss. In recent days, they’d labored to counteract the negative rumors in the market, with
no success. Now, suddenly, their prized firm was on the brink of oblivion.Dispensing with the
introductions, Molinaro, who had taken a seat on the long side of the conference table not far
from Schwartz, began running through a laundry list of questions. “What collateral do we have
that we could repo?” he asked the group.He was referring to repurchase agreements, otherwise
known as “repo loans.” Repo loans were short-term, often overnight, funding pacts, usually
struck between two Wall Street firms or one firm and one investor, like a hedge fund. As the
borrower, Bear would offer its counterparty—the other bank in the transaction—a bundle of
securities in exchange for immediate cash. Bear could then use the cash to help fund its
operations for some brief period of time, often the next twenty-four hours. Afterward, the
counterparty could then return the securities to Bear, which would repay the counterparty the
cash.Much of Wall Street relied on repo loans to help finance its day-to-day operations, but Bear
was more dependent on these short-term loans than its competitors were. With a leverage, or
debt-to-cash ratio, of 30 to 1—meaning that for every $1 it actually held in cash, Bear had
borrowed $30 from other parties—the firm had one of the heaviest debt loads of any firm on the
Street. That made it more vulnerable than other firms when repo lenders faced a crisis of
confidence.To streamline the daily lending process, Bear operated financing desks in the fixed-
income and equities units staffed by people whose job it was to “roll,” or renew, expiring loan
agreements on a nightly, weekly, or monthly basis. Eyes turned now to Tim Greene, one of the
two heads of Bear’s fixed-income financing desk. Greene, a West Point graduate with a soldier’s
sense of loyalty, had been working at Bear for twenty-four years, rising through the ranks to help
run the bond unit’s repo desk, which handled about $160 billion of funding at any given point—
about half of Bear’s entire balance sheet. He had met his wife, Maryann, on that desk, and he



loved the job.Greene was used to operating under pressure. From the time he arrived at work
from suburban Connecticut at 7:00 A.M. to the time he finalized the day’s funding agreements
around 2:00 P.M., every day was a scramble to renew the firm’s loans and keep the cash
coming. Ironically, just as the stress was amping up, Greene had tried to reverse years of
unhealthy eating habits with a 1,100 calorie-per-day diet and had already lost thirty pounds.Up
to now, borrowing $10 billion or $20 billion in a day generally wasn’t a problem. But Friday was
likely to be no average day, and the firm needed $14 billion in new money to fund its operations.
On top of that, Bear had to replace, or roll, more than $10 billion.Greene, who was facing
Molinaro on the opposite side of the room, tried to sound optimistic. His relationships with
lenders ran deep, and he didn’t think they’d abandon Bear overnight. “I’m confident I can do it,”
he told the group.“How?” asked Molinaro.“I can do it without anybody knowing, on the screen,”
Greene told him, referring to a popular computer-driven lending system in which participants
could trade anonymously, without revealing their identity to the other party in the
transaction.Next to him, Greene’s boss, the fifty-two-year-old Friedman, doubted it. Ever since
the prior August, when two internal hedge funds had failed—giving the lie to Bear’s long-vaunted
prowess in careful risk management—Friedman had felt like the sky was falling. He joked to
associates that he spent his days on Bear’s seventh-floor mortgage-backed-securities trading
hub either hiding under his desk or puking into a trash can. He hated that the funds’
embarrassing failure had thrust his insular company into the spotlight.Now Friedman told the
group he thought there was no way that at least half of the next day’s repo loans were going to
roll in order to help fund Friday’s operations. Like any trading firm, Bear spent the day buying and
selling securities for itself and for clients, processes that required bundles of cash at the ready.
More days than not, the firm was profitable and not losing money, but it had to be prepared to
refund loans or provide additional collateral when asked. Now, with rumors sweeping Wall Street
about Bear’s cash drain, Friedman worried that Bear’s usual lenders might be too spooked to
lend as they normally would, for fear that the firm would never pay them back.He suggested that
Greene might try raising the $14 billion or so the firm had in bonds backed by Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac, government-sponsored housing agencies that were considered safer than loans
packaged by other players. Those were the bonds tradable “on the screen,” where no one would
know it was Bear making the transactions.Molinaro turned to his treasurer, Bob Upton, who sat
across from him next to Friedman. “Where are we with cash?” he asked.Upton studied the legal
pad in front of him, on which he had jotted down his best estimates of the credits and debits in
Bear’s various accounts.He felt beaten down. An unsmiling father of two, Upton had spent years
toiling as an analyst of securities firms and international banks for Fidelity Investments, hoping to
someday actually manage the cash at a big Wall Street firm. Since April 2006, when he had
been named treasurer of Bear, the workload had been brutal. During a three-year period his dark
brown hair turned almost totally white. Though he was trim, didn’t drink, and watched his diet
carefully, Upton now looked far older than his forty-seven years.Like Greene, Friedman, and
others, Upton and his team had suffered fallout from the hedge fund failures, as funding the firm



became more difficult. For much of the past year, Upton had been arriving at work from his
suburban home at 5:00 A.M., and not leaving until as late as 10:00 P.M. Many nights he got as
little as four hours of sleep. I’m fucking killing myself, he often thought. Yet he, too, adored the
place.The firm’s troubles had been building throughout the week. On Monday, a batch of home
loans it had packaged and sold were found to be exceedingly high risk by a major rating agency,
which meant that conservative investors would have to sell any of the bonds they held that were
backed by those loans. Based on the headlines, some market watchers mistook the finding as a
downgrade of Bear as a whole, seeing it as an indication that the company was very likely to
default on its debt. Its shares tumbled. Bear was now trading at about $65 on the New York
Stock Exchange.Overnight, some of Bear’s lenders—the dozens of American and overseas
banks that extended it billions of dollars a day to conduct business—began tightening the reins.
The Dutch bank ING refused to refresh some of Bear’s credit, and others soon followed suit.
Right away, Bear’s major clients heard the message: The firm was no longer safe. Hedge funds
like Renaissance Technologies Corp., the enormous trading firm that had long been a top client,
began reducing their balance levels immediately, worrying that if Bear went down, their money
would be stuck on a sinking ship. Bear shares fell further, even amid public denials by Molinaro
and others that any real trouble was afoot.Monday, Three Days EarlierAlan Schwartz had spent
the weekend in Palm Beach. He had flown there initially to attend a board dinner for one of his
longtime clients, the wireless telephone company Verizon Communications, and planned to stay
on for an investment conference. Things at Bear had seemed relatively calm before he’d left, and
Molinaro had assured Schwartz during their frequent phone calls that business was in order.All
that changed with the ratings news on Monday. Unfortunately, the sensational headlines had
driven the markets into a tizzy—prompting a precipitous dive in Bear’s stock. It was a
disappointing starting note for Bear’s annual gathering of media investors, analysts, and
executives, one of the firm’s signature events.That afternoon Schwartz met with Walt Disney
chief Bob Iger, whom he was interviewing the next day at one of the conference’s keynote
meetings, but their prep session was interrupted frequently by calls for Schwartz from New York,
where company officials were wondering how to address the market furor. After the markets
closed at 4:00, Schwartz issued a statement denying that Bear faced liquidity problems. But the
reaction was tepid.Iger was no stranger to corporate calamity. Four years earlier, when he was
still company president, Disney had been faced with a hostile takeover threat from the
Philadelphia cable concern Comcast, resulting in a shareholder battle over the future of the
entertainment company. Schwartz, as one of Disney’s long-term bankers, had helped the
company fight off the Comcast bid, employing his typically cool-headed diplomacy. Now, after
years of advising companies under threat, Schwartz had suddenly found himself uncomfortably
in the limelight.Over dinner that night at the clubby Flagler steakhouse, across the street from
the resort where the conference was being held, Iger offered his friend a word of advice: “You
can’t let ’em see you sweat.” Whatever you do, he added, let the public and your investors know
that you have the situation under control.TuesdaySchwartz felt he had an ace in the hole: the



coming quarter’s earnings results, to be announced the following week. Unbeknownst to the
public and employees, the rough numbers indicated that Bear had made a profit of more than $1
per share. If only they could get to that news release, Schwartz thought, the market’s anxieties
would surely be calmed.He was toying with the idea of moving the earnings announcement up
and hoping to somehow hint to the marketplace that Bear was in good shape. But he would have
to act soon; the share price was still low, closing at $63 on Tuesday.WednesdayWednesday
morning Schwartz conceded to an interview on the business-news channel CNBC to deny the
rumors that Bear was failing. During the interview, he tried to sound a reassuring tone. “The
markets have certainly gotten worse, but our liquidity position has not changed at all,” he said.
“Our balance sheet has not weakened.” But suddenly the interview was interrupted by other,
more pressing, news: New York Governor Eliot Spitzer, who had been linked to an illegal
prostitution ring, was expected to resign from his job imminently. Schwartz’s expression
remained calm, but his mind was racing. Shit, he thought. This interview is going to end and I’m
not going to get any facts out.After a few moments, the broadcast returned to him, giving anchor
David Faber a chance to quiz Schwartz about an incident in which Goldman had allegedly
refused to do a trade with Bear. Schwartz seemed taken aback. “I’m not aware of that,” he said.
“We have direct dealings” with all the major rival firms, he added, “and we have active markets
going with each one.” Viewers, however, found his explanation unconvincing.1Later that day,
Schwartz flew back to New York. Bear was by then facing $2 billion in cash demands from
trading partners, only $800 million of which the firm thought it actually owed. “Send it out,”
Schwartz told Molinaro. He didn’t want anyone thinking the firm was strapped for cash. Bear
shares closed that day at just under $62.1But more requests followed, and hedge funds were by
now racing for the exits, taking billions of dollars with them. Per Schwartz’s instructions, trading
disputes across the board were being settled in the other party’s favor, and practically no money
was coming in to replenish what Bear paid out. That night, Schwartz held a series of meetings
with Molinaro, Upton, Steve Begleiter, the firm’s head of corporate strategy, and a handful of
traders. Parr, who had been attending a performance of Macbeth in Brooklyn, was called away
from the theater during intermission.The group pored over Bear’s options for raising quick
dollars. Nothing seemed workable, so they turned to a list of other companies that might be
interested in an investment or a purchase of Bear. At the top of the list were J.P. Morgan, where
Bear housed its own cash accounts, and the buyout firm J.C. Flowers & Co. No one thought a
merger would be needed imminently, but they were preparing for the worst.Earlier on
ThursdayThursday morning brought another big blow: an article in the Wall Street Journal citing
Bear’s trading problems. Yet the day’s early hours were surprisingly quiet. The hedge fund
exodus seemed to have ebbed for the moment, and trades with other firms were getting done.
Traders and executives, who had been bracing for another brutal day, were breathing a sigh of
relief.Word of Bear’s problems, however, was ringing alarm bells in Washington. Bob Steel, the
undersecretary of the U.S. Treasury, had a troubling discussion that morning with Rodgin
“Rodge” Cohen, a prominent securities lawyer who had done work for both Goldman and Bear.



Shortly before a breakfast the two were scheduled to attend in the Treasury’s second-floor dining
room, Cohen had warned Steel that Bear faced major cash-flow problems, and that they were
trying to figure out what to do. Less than an hour later, Steel was hurrying down a corridor toward
his 10:00 meeting when his cell phone rang. It was his secretary, who had Schwartz on the line.
The call was urgent.“Hi, Bob,” said Schwartz. “We’re having some potential liquidity problems. I’m
hopeful we can work through all this but I wanted to alert you.”Steel hung up and went to notify
his boss, Treasury Secretary Hank Paulson, just down the hall. He walked Paulson through the
talks with both Cohen and Schwartz. Bear expected to have a better handle on things by 2:00 or
3:00 that afternoon, Steel said, and they’d get an update then.Noon ThursdayMinutes before
noon, Bear managers gathered in the twelfth-floor boardroom for a scheduled meeting of the
Presidential Advisory Committee, a group of forty or so top managers who advised Bear’s senior
brass on business matters and strategy. The day’s presentations included a talk by the trader
who handled Bear’s commercial mortgage-backed securities. But in order to address “the
environment,” as the e-mailed update had put it, Schwartz was added to the speaking roster at
the last minute.No one paid much attention to the presentations until it was Schwartz’s turn to
talk. Despite the looming bank run, the CEO appeared uncannily relaxed. Leaning back in his
chair, he dismissed the chatter around Bear’s cash position, reasoning that companies like
General Motors had faced similar rumor-mongering in the past that had turned out to be nothing
but “noise.” Bear would come out all right, he told the group, and the key was to stay focused on
the day-to-day business.But in the middle of his speech, Schwartz was interrupted by an angry
Mike Minikes, the executive who ran the firm’s prime-brokerage business, where hedge funds
kept their money for trading. “Do you have any idea what is going on?” asked the executive. “Our
cash is flying out the door. Our clients are leaving us.”Alarmed attendees waited for an answer
from Schwartz, but he seemed to brush off the question. A few minutes later, with the energy
drained from the room, the meeting simply broke up. While the prime-brokerage and equities-
financing managers scrambled back to their posts to deal with the client refunds, others were
unsure quite what to do.An hour or two later, Molinaro, Upton, Pat Lewis, the number two man in
Treasury, and other internal finance managers had gone forward with a planned meeting with the
Bank of New York Mellon, one of Bear’s lenders. BONY was eager to expand its lending to Bear,
executives explained, but wanted to do so in a secured fashion, with assets backing up the
loans. Fat chance, Upton thought to himself. Given that Bear’s array of mortgage-backed bonds
were declining in value and that every other creditor was making the same demands, they had
few high-quality assets lying around to offer.A bit later, Molinaro signaled Upton to come into his
office.“Bob, we’re tapioca,” Molinaro said.“You gotta be fucking kidding me,” Upton said. He was
appalled. One minute they were discussing new funding partners, and the next the firm was out
of business? It was too much to believe for one afternoon.But Molinaro was serious. Before the
BONY meeting, he explained, he had received a call from David Solomon, the Bear alum who
was cochief of Goldman’s investment bank. Solomon had heard the negative rumors and was
witnessing, firsthand, the mass exodus from its prime brokerage, as panicked hedge fund clients



contacted Goldman to see about moving their balances there.The reason for his call, Solomon
had said, was to offer Goldman’s help. He emphasized that his gesture was coming from “the top
of the firm,” but that he had been asked to make the call because of his personal relationship to
Bear.Then he got to the point: Would Molinaro be interested in having a team from Goldman
come to Madison Avenue to look over its books? Maybe to make an overnight asset purchase to
help Bear raise some quick cash?The offer left Molinaro feeling uneasy. “When Goldman calls
and offers their assistance, it’s usually a moneymaking opportunity for them,” he told Upton. Bear
wasn’t dead yet, but it felt like the firm’s competitors were already picking over its carcass.Right
after the BONY meeting, Molinaro had also gotten a briefing from Friedman on the state of
affairs in the fixed-income repo market. Although it had been a relatively quiet day, some lenders
were indicating that they wouldn’t refresh Bear’s funding Friday morning. It felt like everybody
was turning the screws, Molinaro told Upton. Bear really might be a goner.Upton walked down
the hall to his office and took a cigar out of his desk drawer. Then he headed toward the
elevator.There are thousands of people just going about their jobs here, he thought, and they
have no fucking idea that we’re on the verge of collapse.He stepped out of Bear’s building,
walked to the corner of Forty-seventh Street and Vanderbilt Avenue, and headed toward the
breeze-way carved out of the J.P. Morgan building across the street. He lit up and took a puff,
staring into space. Six, seven years of working my ass off, and now the whole thing has blown up
on me, he thought. He was in a state of shock.After a few minutes, he went back to his office,
closed the door, and cried. He called his wife to tell her he had no idea when he’d be home.
There was little she could say to make him feel better, but it had been good to hear her
voice.7:00 P.M. Back in the Conference RoomNow Upton shared his estimates with the group.
Bear had started the day with about $12 billion, he explained—north of $8 billion as of
Wednesday night, to which Bear had added another $3.5 billion or so that morning after it paid
itself back money it had extended to prime-brokerage clients wanting to take their money out.
But Thursday had brought an onslaught of new client demands for their cash back, as well as
demands for collateral from numerous funding counterparties, leaving the firm with only about
$5 billion. On top of all that, Bear that day had incurred a debt to Citigroup of about $2.4 billion—
leaving Bear with less than $3 billion in total to work with.Molinaro was now sitting bolt upright.
“Okay,” he sighed. “Where are we in terms of cash we can raise? What collateral can we
pledge?”Upton had brought a list of securities he thought might be salable, and he began ticking
off ideas. “What about selling the Taiwan index arbitrage book?” he suggested. Heads shook.
What about shrinking the U.S. rebate arbitrage book? No takers. What about some of the
corporate bonds the fixed-income department still had on hand? Surely those could be liquid, or
easily sold, he thought.From the far end of the table, Tom Marano, the firm’s head of mortgage
trading, had been glowering. “It’s T plus three,” Marano said, referring to the three-day period that
always elapsed between the sale of a bond and its “settlement,” or the moment when the seller
actually received the cash. “What good does that do us?” Bear needed cash immediately, not in
three days.Throughout the week, Marano had also heard the rumors circling the Street about



predatory trading partners, like Goldman and Citadel Investment Group, gunning for Bear. He
and his colleagues had also heard chatter that Deutsche Bank was shorting Bear—or betting
that the firm’s shares would decline in value—because traders there thought the firm might run
out of money. Counteracting these bad vibes was impossible. Marano could only imagine what
the big brains at the top of his firm would come up with next. He liked Molinaro, but was starting
to have major doubts about Schwartz’s ability to navigate such a rapidly unfolding disaster.Upton
glanced up at Pat Lewis. “What do we have in the international world?” he asked.Standing with
his back to the window, Lewis stiffened. A no-nonsense Midwesterner, he had had about enough
of the shenanigans at Bear, where convincing ornery traders and disinterested executives to try
new forms of more secure funding was well nigh impossible. He and Upton had been struggling
to win financing from banks in Europe and Asia, markets that were notoriously difficult to crack.
More conservative-minded with American firms, many had been leery about doing business with
Bear initially. But after a persistent effort, Upton and Lewis had made some inroads into those
markets—that was, until the two hedge funds had blown up the prior summer, humiliating Bear,
costing investors $1.6 billion, and tarnishing its reputation as a creditworthy borrower.“I’m going
to go with nothing,” Lewis finally said. He couldn’t think of a single asset that could quickly be
exchanged for cash in the international financing world.Schwartz, who had been relatively silent
through the meeting, uncrossed his legs and now sat with his hands clasped against his
forehead, looking pained. Upton’s secretary popped her head in to remind him that he was
expected on a 7:30 P.M. call with regulators at the SEC.Molinaro had his fingers pressed against
the side of his face. This was the worst day of his twenty-two-year career, without a doubt. We’re
cooked, he thought. Not only will Bear have to be sold to J.P. Morgan or some other deep-
pocketed bank, but we may not even be able to open the doors tomorrow.“Guys, I don’t know
what our options are here,” Molinaro finally said. “I think we’re about out of options.”A shudder
swept through the room. Schwartz abruptly rose to his feet and walked out. An equities division
manager who had been standing near him wondered if the CEO was going to the men’s room to
vomit. He was considering doing that himself.THURSDAY EVENING March 13, 2008Bear had
never been long on pedigrees, but had shown a unique eye for opportunity. Lean, scrappy, and
hungry for profits, the firm had an underdog’s spirit, and relished the chance to knock more well-
heeled Wall Street firms down a peg or two.Its executives had never hewed to tradition in trading
or investment banking; their moves were often the exact opposite of what rivals were doing.
During the crash of 1929 and the Depression that followed, Bear grew staff rather than trim it. Its
founding traders made their names by entering new businesses that were either untested or
disrespected by the Wall Street establishment. Even its charitable requirements for SMDs, which
were codified in the late 1960s, were admired, but seldom emulated, by Bear’s competitors.Bear
cared little for appearances. During the 1990s, it proudly hired castoffs from competing firms
who had been fired after political battles or regulatory skirmishes. A trader’s outside reputation,
Bear recruiters felt, had little bearing on his or her talent with a telephone, a computer terminal,
and a pile of cash. In 1998, when the hedge fund Long-Term Capital Management nearly



collapsed, Bear refused to participate in a bailout effort that included every other Wall Street
firm. Ten years later, employees wondered if the lenders and competitors who pushed Bear to
the brink were exacting revenge for the firm’s selfish behavior at that time.Bear’s executives
could be curt. Schwartz had an investment banker’s polish, but he was a rare exception. Bear’s
bond traders, long the rock stars of the firm, were brusque, arrogant, and uninterested in anyone
who disagreed with their positions. Their leader, the former mortgage-backed securities trader
Warren Spector, set the tone. A bookish, quick thinker, the bespectacled, dark-haired executive
ran his division with an iron fist, forcing even the firm’s CEO to defer to his judgment. Steve
Meyer, the former trader who was cochief of the equities division, was similarly controlling. His
hot temper often flared up at meetings, where he’d shout and even stand menacingly to make
his point. But as a former trader of both bonds and stocks whose department had performed
well over the years, he was respected and feared.Women rarely flourished in Bear’s
testosterone-driven culture, where outdated behavior toward the gentler sex sometimes
surfaced. In the early 1990s, the firm’s executives had hired a group of scantily clad models to
escort visitors from the lobby up to meetings; within the firm, they were dubbed the “geisha girls.”
Jimmy Cayne, the firm’s CEO until Schwartz took over, liked to put out his cigars in an ashtray
he’d gotten from the Women’s Financial Club of New York. When a female visitor joined him for
lunch, he was heard complimenting the view from behind her.Still, Bear’s tough-nosed approach
to business had given the firm long legs through some very difficult times. Founded in 1923,
Bear had survived the Great Depression, the Second World War, the recession in the 1970s, the
crash of 1987, and the bursting of the technology bubble. Bear’s risk-management models used
computers to test the trades it made against market conditions from a number of those turbulent
periods—and they always appeared to be safe, even under adverse conditions. Only a once-in-
a-century meltdown could cause the system to collapse.Bear had started as a small stock-
trading house with less than $1 million in capital and just seven employees. They worked hard
and stuck to their business. By 1933, Bear had not only survived the market crash without
making layoffs, it had grown enough to purchase a small competitor in Chicago and open a
branch office there. The company’s ranks soon swelled to seventy-five as it entered the booming
bond business.In the late 1930s, Salim “Cy” Lewis, a powerful bond trader, took over the firm. An
argumentative, six-foot-four former football player who had worked at Salomon Brothers before
Bear, Lewis’s rough-and-tumble persona set the stage for generations of executives to come.
Lewis focused on distressed quasi-public investments like railroads and utilities, making a
fortune when business began picking up. Then, in the 1950s, he pioneered the practice of
making “block” trades, or buying and selling multiple shares of stock in a single transaction.He
was a strong believer in the “buy and hold” strategy, refusing to sell even losing positions. As the
years wore on, this created friction with a young protégé, Alan “Ace” Greenberg. The son of a
clothier from Oklahoma City, Greenberg had been hired as a clerk at Bear in 1949 and had
grown into his job as a successful stock trader. He embraced a simple ethos, handed down to
him by his dad: never hang on to losing inventory, because as little as it’s worth today, it’ll be



worth less tomorrow. Greenberg argued this point with his boss repeatedly, eventually
distinguishing himself as a savvy risk manager. In 1978, Lewis collapsed of a massive stroke at
his own retirement party at New York City’s Harmonie Club. Bear had just presented him with a
watch to recognize his four decades of service. He died, leaving the reins to Greenberg, then
fifty-one.Greenberg ran the firm until 1993, when Jimmy Cayne took his spot as CEO. For most
of their tenures, Bear’s business bloomed. In 1985, the firm undertook a successful IPO on the
New York Stock Exchange, and its shares rose phenomenally in the years that followed. Even
after selling shares to the public, a move that brought outside shareholders into the mix, Bear
maintained its cloistered partnership culture, fueling the internal competition that had helped it to
succeed. A wildly lucrative foray into the world of mortgage-backed securities, spurred largely by
Spector’s arrival in the 1980s, had grown Bear’s bottom line. And its prime-brokerage unit, one of
the first on Wall Street, distinguished it as a servicer of hedge funds and other big
traders.Overseas and in areas like asset management, where other financial firms had begun to
make significant inroads, Bear remained relatively weak. Its investment-banking unit, despite
Schwartz’s hard work, was a small player next to Goldman and Morgan Stanley. But during the
housing boom of the mid-2000s, those things mattered little. Bear was on top, reporting huge
profits, an ebullient share price, and enviable paydays for its senior people. Of the five major
investment banks, it was like the little shop that could.7:45 P.M.Down the hall in his own office,
Bob Upton dialed the speakerphone box. Matt Eichner, a senior staffer in the SEC’s division of
trading and markets, picked up.“We need to give you an update on where we are,” said Upton,
as Lewis and Mike Alix, Bear’s professorial chief risk officer, looked on. “It was not a very good
day.”Eichner was used to hearing from the Bear executives. Since the prior summer, when Bear
had first faced questions about its cash flow, the SEC had been monitoring Bear more closely.
Regulators had set a 5:00 phone call with Upton and his team that was held daily or weekly,
depending on the market environment. During the call, Upton would walk Eichner through the
firm’s end-of-day cash positions, explaining how much money went out and how much was
brought in through the course of business.
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KC, “Depends on what you're really looking for. Expectedly just as in every book review, people
have very different opinions regarding Kate Kelly's work. In my opinion if you're looking for a very
general synopsis of what happened to the giant investment bank as a whole, this book will
disappoint you. However if you're already aware of the hedge fund collapse during summer of
2007, Bear's "liquidity problem" gossips circulating around Wall Street for weeks even months,
and want to get a more detailed rundown on what really happened in those past 3 days, then
look no further because you found the correct reading material. I also enjoyed the writers style
where talking about senior members of the bank (Molinaro, Cayne, "Ace" Greenberg, etc) she
pauses the story for a little while and gives some background information about their career and
life stories which is quite informative. The book is also written in a way where you feel like you
are living the catastrophe with the upper management by describing little details here and there
that gives the work a true excitement. I certainly enjoyed this book and would recommend it to
readers who are interested in learning how this investment banking giant came to its knees in
just a matter of 3 days.”

avid reader, “Thorough, fascinating look at the last few days of life at Bear. This book is
absolutely fascinating. I'm giving it four stars instead of five only because the level of detail Kelly
goes into in the second half of the book may dampen readers' interests a bit - but just a bit.
Anyone who has ever worked on Wall Street, has pulled an all-nighter preparing for a deal,
drafted documents in anticipation of bankruptcy, or just has an interest in watching the "train
wreck" that was Bear Sterns in its final days will find this a very rewarding read. The
personalities of the players come to life in Kelly's writing style, and clearly she knows her stuff
when it comes to the world of high finance in general and subprime lending in particular. Again,
the 4-star review is less a criticism of this excellently-written book than it is an allowance that the
great level of detail provided may make its audience less wide than otherwise. But all in all, an
absoutely fascinating and methodically-researched piece of reporting.  Well done”

Michael K. Crowley, “Utterly Compelling--Perfect Companion Piece to TOO BIG TO FAIL. This
book is a tremendous, swift--almost frenzied--account of the last four days in the life of Bear
Stearns. It is a fast, lucid and exhilarating read that fills in the gaps glossed over by Sorkin in his
excellent book TOO BIG TO FAIL. As mesmerizing as TOO BIG TO FAIL is, it pays only passing
attention to the failure of Bear.This book by Kate Kelly, unlike a number of other business books
lately, is carefully and well written. Not a word is wasted. With sparse, direct and blunt prose, we
get a contoured sense of many of the key players not only at Bear but also we get a sense of
Paulson, Geither and Bernanke.The writing is stark and unadorned, but it serves its purpose,
and the ultimate effect is that she has authored a book that literally is hard to put down.An
important contribution to the rapidly growing library that will allow us to get a better



understanding of our current financial crisis.”

I. Martinez-Ybor, “Thrilling Read but One Wishes for Deeper Analysis. Ms. Kelly's book saw me
most amusingly through an undisturbed day of jury duty (no, I was not impanelled). The
chronicle of Bear Stearns' downfall is melodrama of the highest order and the author details
almost to the hour the events of that fateful weekend in the spring of 2008. The cast of
characters is colorful, and in the end, however bruised, they all seemed to have remained
millionaires (alas, not the underlings). This text is absorbing in detailing the mechanics of how
the company crumbled, particularly its final hours. I would have liked, even if as an appendix,
deeper and more thorough business analysis of the road to failure, for example, how the two
hedge fund bankruptcies in 2007 came about, how the toxic assets were packaged and sold. To
make an analogy: we get the riveting story of the Titanic converging with an iceberg on a cold
spring night in the north Atlantic and portraits of the colorful characters on board. I would like to
know more about how the ship got there, why the ship sank. With this story about Bear Stearns
one is left wanting to know more about the business issues and practices involved, not only at
Bear Stearns, but elsewhere, e.g. Lehmann. In all fairness, Ms. Kelly has done a fabulous work
of reportage in "Street Fighters" and one cannot fault her for not writing a different book from the
one she had in mind. What she wrote is splendid. Given all that happened subsequently in the
world at large, one cannot help but be "curioser." That book, a sort of Lords of Finance 
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of the current crisis still needs to be written though now it is a bit premature. Then the true
relevance of the Bear Stearns debacle and the way it was dealt with by all, including the
government, can be adequately assessed.  Such work is still a way off, I'm afraid.”

Jonathan Cornell, “A good but not the best account of how Bear Stearns came crashing down.
As the description suggests this book details the last 72 hours of Bear Stearns, the fifth largest
American Investment banks. existence before its purchase by JP Morgan.I would have enjoyed it
a lot more had I not read William Cohan's superb House of Cards 
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which in my mind is a lot betterIn my mind Street Fighters feels like quite a short book
excluding the index and the sources section at the back, its about 220 pages long. I don't think
this is long enough to give such a fascinating event enough coverage.The book seems to be well
researched and there is plenty of input from the main characters, those running the bank, those
thinking about buying the bank and the people from the US Fed and other government agencies.
The author clearly understands her subject and all of the book is very understandable. There is
no financial gobbledygook or alphabet soup of financial acronyms that crop up in other credit
crunch books.One of the things which I found quite annoying is that in the middle of the
sometimes, hour by hour account, there are plenty of bits of historic narrative about the history of
the firm and some of the individuals and for me this broke up the excitement of reading what
happened in the last few hours.Whilst the book stops after Bear Stearns is bought by JP Morgan
on the sunday night, there is a short epilogue which explains some of the things which
happened afterwards. In my view, one of the most interesting things about this event is that the
purchase price went up from $2 per share to $10 per share in the weeks after and whilst the
book mentions this it makes no attempt to explain the background. William Cohan's book has a
detailed account of the reasons and the background for this crucial change.If you have read
House of Cards, I probably wouldn't bother with this book as it doesn't tell you anything you don't
know already. If you haven't read House of Cards and are looking for a shortish account of the
final days of Bear Stearns this is a good book. If you want a detailed, well written and researched
account, I would strongly recommend you read House of Cards.”

Sandeep, “Adapted from WSJ Pieces. Excellent account of the last days at Bear Sterns, and a
bit easier to read than William D. Cohan's "House Of Cards". The book is adapted from Kelly 's
original WSJ pieces so those are worth checking out if you want to get a feel of it.”

mark goodale, “Recommended.. A very good read that tells it like it is. How the muppets at the
top of Bear Stearns could've dug such a hole and turned a blind eye and allowed the huge loses
in their mortgage department....despite being repeatedly warned .....beggers belief! The sad



thing at the end of the book is not the end of Bear Stearns but the fact that nothing happens to
the guilty..... And they just move to other firms.”

DOPPLEGANGER, “A STAR IS BORN!. Kate, welcome onto the literary stage, you have the
enviable talent of being able to turn a complex drama centered around the 'dry' old subject of
finance, with many characters and being played out over just 72 hours, into a gripping,
interesting and easily understandable account. You wisely resisted the pitfall of trying to
educate the reader in the intricacies of modern 'casino' banking, which most other writers of The
Credit Crunch debacle have fallen into. When most of the people at the very top of the banks
and other financial institutions didn't understand the unbridled speculation going on under their
very eyes and custodianship, it seems a bit pointless trying to 'speed' educate readers like
myself, a long retired 68 year old into becoming a 'whiz-bang' degree totting 'Quant'.'Street
Fighters' is clear as to it's objective, namely to guide the reader carefully through the frantic
attempts to save an old established 'maverick' investment bank from '3 days away' bankruptcy,
in the most lucid way possible. That she succeeds is testament indeed to her talent as a
writer.As one progresses through the chapters, it becomes blindingly obvious that Bear Sterns
financial woes are largely self-inflicted and will provide University Business Faculties with
endless cannon-fodder for the "How not to" syllabus.I have read most books on the recent
financial troubles and this is one of the best.”

The book by Kate Kelly has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 64 people have provided feedback.
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